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During the first year of the Biden administration, competition policy underwent several signifi-
cant developments. “Competition policy” refers broadly to a new and unique set of actions pur-
sued by the Biden administration to improve market competition: whereas past administrations 
relied almost exclusively on antitrust enforcement actions to rein in anticompetitive conduct, 
the Biden administration is also placing an emphasis on regulatory actions. Through a series of 
appointments, an executive order, and legislative proposals in Congress,1 this administration has 
demonstrated a belief that government should harness regulatory power to intervene directly in 
markets that are insufficiently competitive.

This policy brief begins by noting the status of a few key antitrust enforcement actions continued 
or initiated by antitrust enforcement agencies in 2021. It then summarizes key regulatory actions 
taken by the administration during 2021. It ends with a brief description of far-reaching legislative 
proposals that would dramatically transform antitrust enforcement into a vehicle for restricting 
the size and scope of large firms’ operations.

KEY ANTITRUST ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS
The two federal antitrust agencies, the US Department of Justice (DOJ) Antitrust Division and 
the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), mostly maintained continuity in their enforcement efforts 
during the transition from the Trump administration to the Biden administration. A few agency 
actions are noteworthy.
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Federal Trade Commission
The FTC continued to pursue its 2020 monopolization complaint against Facebook in federal 
district court, though the prospects for this lawsuit are uncertain.2 Judge James Boasberg of the 
US District Court for the District of Columbia (an Obama appointee) dismissed the FTC’s initial 
complaint as legally insufficient in June 2021. The FTC filed an amended complaint in August, 
which was still under consideration by the court at the end of 2021.3

The FTC filed or settled (or both) 25 antitrust complaints involving federal court and administra-
tive proceedings in 2021.4 These matters involved alleged noncompete agreements, monopoliza-
tion, and mergers. Two vertical merger cases (involving consolidations between firms at different 
levels of the production and distribution chain) merit special mention because they represent 
particularly aggressive enforcement postures with respect to transactions that present substantial 
economic benefits.5

On December 2, the FTC sued to block US chip supplier Nvidia Corp.’s $40 billion acquisition of 
UK chip designer Arm Ltd.6 The FTC’s complaint alleges that the combined firm would have the 
means and incentive to stifle innovative next-generation technologies, including those used to 
run data centers and driver-assistance systems in cars. However, as a former FTC general coun-
sel and his coauthor recently pointed out, “information in the public record about the proposed 
consolidation strongly suggests that it could generate substantial efficiencies [economic benefits] 
that would enhance competition in markets for next-generation computers and mobile devices, 
in turn benefiting consumers.”7

On March 30, the FTC filed an administrative complaint and authorized a federal court lawsuit to 
block Illumina’s $7.1 billion proposed acquisition of Grail8—a maker of a noninvasive, early-detec-
tion liquid biopsy test that can screen for up to 50 types of cancer in asymptomatic patients using 
DNA sequencing. Illumina is a leader in next generation sequencing platforms used to support 
genetic testing programs, and it created Grail as a separate company. Being independent enabled 
Grail to focus closely on obtaining capital and carrying out the R&D needed to develop the high-
quality test. Illumina sought to reacquire Grail to allow the test to be scaled up, distributed, and 
marketed more effectively. This efficiency was designed to promote faster use of the test, which 
would be a major benefit to consumers, but the FTC sought to block the transaction, asserting 
that the transaction could subsequently harm competition in a purely theoretical future market 
for multicancer early detection tests. This FTC decision has been criticized by former FTC Chair 
Timothy Muris and FTC senior economist Bruce Kobayashi (among others) as sacrificing large 
tangible benefits based on merely speculative possible future competitive harm.9
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Department of Justice
During 2021, the DOJ continued to prepare for trial of its monopolization lawsuit ( joined by vari-
ous states) against Google, originally filed in October 2020.10 The case, which is currently in the 
discovery stage (the stage that involves document reviews and requests by the opposing parties),11 
is scheduled for a federal district court trial in September 2023.12

The DOJ initiated 35 federal court enforcement actions (including settlements) in 2021, many of 
them involving criminal price fixing. Particularly noteworthy were the continued criminal pros-
ecutions directed at price fixing by generic drug producers and at fraud affecting US Department 
of Energy procurements.13 Among the new criminal cases the DOJ pursued were indictments of 
four executives and an entire company as part of an ongoing investigation into a nationwide con-
spiracy to fix prices and rig bids for broiler chicken products.14

In the merger area, Visa and Plaid (a financial data aggregator) agreed to terminate their merger 
agreement in the face of a DOJ court challenge.15 Other significant DOJ merger challenges not 
yet decided involve federal court filings to block Penguin Random House’s acquisition of rival 
publisher Simon & Schuster (on the basis of a monopsony theory of harm to authors);16 to stop US 
Sugar Corp. from acquiring its refined sugar processing rival, Imperial Sugar Co.;17 and to block 
a series of agreements between American Airlines and JetBlue through which the two airlines 
planned to consolidate their operations in Boston and New York City.18 The DOJ also sued to block 
a merger between two of the three largest insurance brokers in the world,19 leading the companies 
to abandon their consolidation.20

KEY ADMINISTRATION POLICY INITIATIVES
In addition to pursuing antitrust enforcement, the administration during 2021 also initiated some 
significant regulatory interventions in the economy.

White House
On July 9, 2021, President Joseph R. Biden Jr. signed an executive order (EO) that enunciated an 
omnibus, or “whole of government,”21 approach to competition in the American economy.22 The 
EO enumerates areas in which the administration believes competition is lacking and government 
regulation can step in to repair the competitive imbalance. The EO issues many competition-
related directives to federal agencies, and it highlights four explicit goals that have direct rami-
fications for antitrust enforcers:

• Toughen antitrust assessments of mergers. The EO directs the DOJ and the FTC to update 
their joint merger guidelines and generally to take a tougher stance in their antitrust 
assessments of proposed mergers throughout the economy.
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• Increase economic mobility by limiting noncompete agreements. The EO encourages the 
chair of the FTC to use the agency’s rulemaking authority to “curtail the unfair use of non-
compete agreements” to increase worker mobility.23 In addition to highlighting noncom-
pete agreements, the EO also highlights occupational licensing requirements and no-poach 
agreements as additional sources of labor market friction. The administration cites data that 
between 36 million and 60 million workers are subject to a noncompete agreement in some 
form and that nearly 30 percent of jobs in the United States require some form of license.24

• Reduce the power and influence of large platform companies. The EO directs federal agencies 
to investigate and potentially act against technology platforms to rein in their influence on 
the US economy. Among the main goals of the EO are halting so-called killer acquisitions 
by increasing merger scrutiny, limiting the amount and kind of data that these platforms are 
able to collect, and banning certain types of conduct that are seen as unfair to small busi-
nesses. All these goals are to be implemented by FTC rulemaking initiatives, which would 
involve specifically labeling some actions as “unfair methods of competition” (UMC).25

• Intervene in healthcare by lowering the price of pharmaceuticals and reducing concentra-
tion (the extent to which market shares are concentrated among a small number of firms) in 
hospital markets. The EO points to healthcare in the United States, where it claims that 
increased market concentration leads to higher prices and reduced quality. The EO cites 
evidence that prices for drugs in the United States are as much as 2.5 times higher than in 
other countries and that one-quarter of individuals find it difficult to pay for their medi-
cations.26 In light of these facts, the EO directs the US Food and Drug Administration to 
increase support for bio-similar and generic drugs and to work with states and Indian 
tribes to import safe and low-cost pharmaceuticals from Canada. Additionally, the EO 
tasks the FTC with banning “pay-for-delay” settlements, in which a name-brand company 
pays a generic company to stay out of the market for some amount of time.27

Hospital mergers also come under fire in the EO, which notes that many rural communities have 
been stripped of affordable options for healthcare services owing to hospital consolidation.28 More 
generally, the EO asserts that the consolidation of industry across the economy is a problem, and 
it tasks the FTC and the DOJ with revising the merger guidelines to scrutinize mergers more 
strictly.29 Furthermore, the EO charges the US Department of Health and Human Services with 
implementing and supporting rules about pricing transparency and addressing surprise billing 
practices by hospitals.

Federal Trade Commission
Mere weeks before President Biden’s competition EO was released, on June 15, 2021, Lina M. 
Khan’s nomination for commissioner of the FTC was approved by the Senate, and she was imme-
diately named FTC chair. During her first seven months as chair, Khan has shaken up the organi-
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zation, undoing policies that had been enacted on a bipartisan basis and laying the groundwork 
for expanded regulatory authority at the agency.

In one of her first acts as chair, Khan committed to holding open meetings to discuss matters of 
policy and take commission votes. This method of holding meetings has seldom been used in the 
past and is done in the name of transparency.30 This transparency, however, may exist only on the 
surface, because the public comment portion of the commission voting cycle proceeds imme-
diately before the taking of the vote or after the vote has already been finalized. This schedule 
effectively reduces the influence of the comments of the public on commission decisions, asking 
commissioners to vote on matters without first having heard from those who may be affected by 
the policies.

In three key areas, the FTC has reversed course, rejecting policies that have, in some cases, stood 
for several years and enjoyed some bipartisan support. The policies that have been rescinded are 
the 1995 prior notice and prior approval policy statement,31 the Statement of Enforcement Prin-
ciples regarding “Unfair Methods of Competition” under Section 5 of the FTC Act,32 and the 2020 
Vertical Merger Guidelines.33

The 1995 prior notice and prior approval policy statement was seen at the time as a compro-
mise to put the commission’s resources to their best use while reducing burdens placed on the 
business community.34 Before the 1976 Hart-Scott-Rodino Act (HSR Act), prior approval orders 
were relatively common, given that companies were forced to seek approval from the commis-
sion for future mergers only if it was found that one of the companies had previously attempted 
an anticompetitive merger. The HSR Act, however, required notice for all mergers over a certain 
threshold, eliminating the need for prior approval of those mergers. Additionally, whereas merg-
ers under the threshold are not reported to the commission, the commission still has statutory 
authority to investigate such transactions. The 1995 statement elaborated that prior approval 
would be required only of mergers posing a credible risk that the merging parties would again 
attempt the transactions.35

The commission has not yet released a revised policy statement, leading to uncertainty as to the 
situations in which the commission will use such prior approval agreements. Revocation of the 
1995 policy statement, then, signals to the market that the FTC will again enter into prior approval 
agreements with any company whose mergers are found to be anticompetitive. In the future, these 
companies will be required to seek approval from the commission for all mergers, not just those 
that are covered by the HSR Act filing threshold.

The Statement of Enforcement Principles regarding “Unfair Methods of Competition” under Section 5 
of the FTC Act provided guidance as to the scope and scale of the FTC’s unfair methods of compe-
tition (UMC) authority.36 Following this guidance, the commission sought to apply its stand-alone 
section 5 authority to promote consumer welfare using a “rule of reason” framework, generally 
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only in cases where other antitrust statutes (the Sherman Antitrust Act of 1890 and the Clayton 
Antitrust Act of 1914) were insufficient to address the threat of competitive harm.

By revoking this policy statement, the FTC has signaled to the market that stand-alone UMC 
violations will no longer necessarily be tied to rule of reason and consumer welfare analysis and 
may be sought alongside Sherman Act or Clayton Act enforcements. Khan argues that Congress 
directed the commission to enforce Section 5 regardless of whether it can be enforced under the 
other antitrust statutes and that a rule of reason framework effectively handicaps the commis-
sion’s ability to police conduct in the economy before it actually harms consumers.37 Revoking the 
policy statement may also signal a move away from a case-by-case litigation approach and toward 
greater use of section 5 rulemaking to define the boundaries of UMC violations.

The jointly issued 2020 VMG were an update to badly outdated 1984 guidance and sought to 
clarify for the business community the FTC and the DOJ’s approach to analyzing and enforcing 
the antitrust statutes when it comes to vertical mergers. In September 2021, citing evidence pur-
porting to show that elimination of double marginalization (the elimination of multiple monopoly 
markups by unmerged companies) and procompetitive economic benefits are rare in vertical 
mergers, the commission rescinded its reliance on the VMG, stating that the VMG “suffer[s] 
from serious deficiencies.”38 The commission, however, notes that the 2020 VMG was a sig-
nificant improvement over the 1984 vertical merger guidelines when it came to raising rivals’ 
costs, foreclosure, and the use of competitively sensitive information.39 Until new vertical merger 
guidelines are promulgated, there will be no presumption of efficiencies for any merger—verti-
cal or otherwise—effectively discarding any relevant expertise that has been amassed during the 
creation of the guidelines.

Most recently, on December 11, 2021, the FTC released a Statement of Regulatory Priorities,40 
outlining the commission’s path forward. Chief among these priorities is the fast-tracking of 
rulemaking procedures in response to the assertion that case-by-case adjudication “has proven 
insufficient” at effectively controlling concentration in the economy.41 In particular, the statement 
outlines rulemakings dealing with noncompete clauses in employment contracts, pharmaceutical 
pay-for-delay agreements, and unfair competition in online marketplaces, among other topics, 
indicating that the commission is heeding the advice in the EO to act in these markets. Until a fifth 
commissioner is confirmed,42 any rulemaking proceedings not commanding bipartisan support 
will likely be on hold, but this statement indicates a clear intent to undertake significant rulemak-
ing procedures soon.

Department of Justice
Compared with the White House and the FTC, the DOJ initially moved more slowly in initiating 
policy changes. After an extended waiting period, Jonathan Kanter was confirmed as assistant 
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attorney general for the Antitrust Division on November 16, 2021. Since his appointment, the DOJ 
has quickened the pace of change, issuing a December 6 draft policy statement for public com-
ment dealing with standard essential patents (SEPs) and fair, reasonable, and nondiscriminatory 
(F/RAND) licensing commitments.43

In the draft, the DOJ revises a previous statement discussing the remedies for the infringement 
of SEPs that are subject to F/RAND licensing commitments, and it outlines what demonstrates 
good-faith negotiation in this context.44 This draft is a response to the EO’s call to revisit a 2019 
statement outlining an approach to SEP licensing known as the New Madison Approach (NMA).45 
Under the NMA, remedies for SEP patent infringements featured a property rule framework 
that allowed for the full consideration of injunctive relief, as opposed to a liability rule that fea-
tures only damages. A damages-only framework tends to undervalue innovation and dismisses 
the dynamic nature of SEPs in the innovation economy.

This new draft reverses the NMA and notes that SEP holders should generally not be able to seek 
injunctive relief if they have made a F/RAND commitment. Although it addresses the idea that the 
interests of both SEP holders and implementers need to be adequately addressed and balanced, it 
pays little emphasis to the importance of strong patent protection.46 This approach effectively tips 
the scales in favor of implementers and against developers of patented standardized technologies.

One other DOJ Antitrust Division policy proposal merits brief note: on December 17, the Division 
announced that it was seeking additional public comments until February 15, 2022, on whether 
and how it should revise its 1995 bank merger competitive review guidelines (the FTC does not 
review bank mergers).47

Finally, a few Antitrust Division policy initiatives were taken in tandem with the FTC. Prominent 
among these were the December 7 launch of a joint European Commission, DOJ, and FTC policy 
dialogue on competition in technology sectors;48 a December 6–7 workshop on promoting com-
petition in labor markets;49 and a September 15 statement that the division should “work closely 
with the FTC to update” the VMG (already rescinded by the FTC).50 The labor workshop in par-
ticular (combined with the FTC’s reference to a rulemaking on noncompete clauses in its recent 
Statement of Regulatory Priorities) highlights the enforcement agencies’ interest in tackling labor 
monopsony problems.

LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS
Numerous legislative proposals were made during 2021, in light of the Investigation of Competition 
in Digital Markets, a report from the House Committee on the Judiciary released in late 2020.51 Of 
the five proposals that have been introduced in the House, only two of them have been mirrored 
in the Senate. The first is named the American Innovation and Choice Online Act,52 and it is aimed 
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at preventing designated platforms from engaging in self-preferencing on their platform. The 
second is named the Platform Competition and Opportunity Act,53 and it is aimed at preventing 
large platforms from engaging in merger and acquisition activities. Both acts designate conduct 
undertaken by a few large firms as wholly illegal and go further to designate such conduct as UMC, 
codifying the until-now poorly defined UMC authority of the FTC.

Both measures have similar thresholds for determining which companies in the economy are sub-
ject to the regulation: $550 billion or more in market capitalization,54 50 million or more monthly 
active users, or 100,000 or more monthly active business users. The antipreferencing bill fur-
ther specifies that market capitalization would be measured at the date of the bill’s passage, so 
the handful of companies that exceed the threshold would be the only companies subject to this 
regulation in perpetuity.

Additionally, in both bills, the definitions of the illegal actions are overly broad. They would allow 
almost any action by a covered platform that would increase the size or scope of the firm’s opera-
tions to be characterized as illegal. Among these are the unfair preferencing of a company’s own 
products or the acquisition of any company unless the acquisition meets poorly defined criteria. 
One of the criteria for an acquisition to be legal is proving that the acquired company will not 
enhance or increase the acquiring company’s position in the market, effectively rendering illegal 
mergers designed to lower costs or improve quality.

CONCLUSION 
Competition policy developments in the first year of the Biden administration have a common 
theme. Very few concrete, actionable steps have been taken, but the groundwork has been laid for 
far greater government intervention to curtail disfavored types of business conduct. By bringing 
interventionist individuals into top positions at the antitrust agencies and releasing an execu-
tive order focused primarily on directing federal agencies to intervene to a greater extent in the 
economy, the new administration has made it clear that more aggressive antitrust enforcement 
actions—and novel competition rulemaking proposals—are in the offing. What’s more, growing 
fervor in the halls of Congress has led to bipartisan support for bills that would expand the power 
of antitrust agencies to limit or block mergers and other transactions by dominant firms. These 
developments all point to what may be the largest antitrust policy shift in nearly half a century, 
one that could significantly reshape the fabric of the economy and the welfare of consumers. Year 
two of the Biden administration will provide greater insights regarding the extent to which such 
a dramatic policy transformation will actually come to pass.
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